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. * 
RAILROADS: COST, CAPACITY AND CRISIS 

** MarcA. Johnson 

The railroad industry is, indeed, in transition. The in-

dustry has been given a new lease on life. The Railroad Revitali

zation and Regul atoryReform Act of 1976 (4-R Act) introduced rate 

flexibility and improved opportunities for mergers and line abandon

ments. The Staggers Rail Act of 1980 expanded rate flexibility and 

instituted contract and exempt carriage for railroads. Since A. 

Daniel Q1Neal, the ICC has approached railroading as an industry 

operating in the private sector, rather than as a public enterprise 

like the Post Office. The purpose of this short paper is to focus 

sharply on the flaws of remaining cost-based regulation and planning. 

Since the paper serves as a discussion document for a symposium, the 

author provides judgmenta"1 conclusions based upon economic principles. 

Government activity in the railroad industry is now largely 

based on cost-of .... production criteria. Minimum and maximum rail 

rate thresholds are set at variable cost and at "cost recovery 

percentages" of variable cost, respectively. Branch line surcharges 

* A paper presented for a sympos;urnentitled "Agricultural Transpor-
tation in Transition: Issues and Policy" at the American Agricultural 
Economics Association meeting at Clemson University, July 27,1981. 

** Associate Professor of Economics and Business, North Carolina State 
. University. The author acknowledges helpful comments by E. C. 
PasQur, Jr. and Daniel A. Sumner. 
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and purchase agreements, and service continuation are based on cost 

criteria. The railcar shortage and railroad capital "needs" issues 

are viewed as crises as a result of erroneous cost concepts. Con

sequently, the soundness of regulation and planning depends upon 

the soundness of cost concepts used to implement regulation and 

planning. 

Economic costs which motivate the choices of decision-makers 

. are opportunity costs. The opportunity cost of placing resources 

in one use equals the anticipated value attainable if the same re

sources were placed in the best alternative use. Costs are forward

looking and dynamic. The cost of leaving a rail branch line on the 

ground or adding a car to a particular grain movement is evaluated 

as the value of other uses of capital, steel rails, cars, power and 

labor. These cost estimates are time and location specific. They 

are specific to the decision.,maker due to his level of knowledge 

and his perception of likely future events (Pasour). Accurate 

cost measures cannot be reconstructed after the fact, especially by. 

outside observers, because the specific set of opportunities avail-

able at the moment of decision cannot be recreated (Buchanan, 

p. viii; Vickersi p. 26). 

Rate Regulation 

Cost evaluations of railroad managers depend upon managers' 

... perceptions of traffic density, backhaul probabilities, shipment 

regularity, terminal congestion and uncertainty (Turvey). The cost· 

of moving a carload of grain from point A to point B is different at 
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different times, is different than the cost of moving from B to A 

and is different from moving an equal distance between two other 

pOints. The uniqueness of cost estimates with respect to time, 

location and decision-maker makes it virtually 'impossible for a' 

shipper or another railroad legitimately to protest a rate as, being 

too high or too low relative to the railroad's opportunity cost. 

When setting regulatory guidelines, the comp"lexitya.nd dy

namics of opportunity cost typically are abandoned in favor of 

simple;static,certain, historical expense.formulas based on ac

countingdata-~the historical record (Turvey). However, historical 

expense formulas do not account for timely variations in opportunity 

cost caused by changing shipping opportunities, peak demands,con

gestion, idle resources, joint products and anticipated policy 

moVes~ Expense formulas can:underestimatecosts in the presence, 

,of heavy traffic, full capacity util ization and congestion. ' Expense 

formulas can' overestimate costs in the presence of idle resources 

(Johnson and Pasour). The use of average, industry cost estimates 

as'regLilatorythresholds neither recognizes the Linique circumstances 

of particular firms nor the unique circumstances of particuiarmove- · 

rilents~Asa result, average industry expense criteria insulate 

decision-makers from marginaTcost market signals, thereby creating 

barriers to offering innovative, low-cost service a.ndbarriers to 

offering high-cost service at all. 

Section 2050fthe4-RAct instructs the ICC to determine, 

and assist railroadsinachiev1ng, an "adequate rate of"returnto 
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capital. II Thi s rate of return fi gure is used to test the IIr.eason.., 

ableness" of general rate increase proposals and to determine which 

raiJroads qualify for special privileges afforded railroads with 

inadequate revenues. Single, industry-wide, return on investment 

standards have been calculated annually: 

1978 10.60% (Ex Parte 353, 12-5-78) 

1979 11.00% (Ex Parte 363,10-31-79) 

1980 . 11 .22% (Ex Parte 381, 11-12-80) 

1981 11.70% (Ex Parte 393, 3-30-81) 

The opportunity cost of capital is not so static that a single cal

culation can apply to all firms in an industry for an entire year. 

The concept of lIopportunity cost" in evaluating .the cost of 

maintaining ij branch line was first recognized in a 1980 Texas and 

"Pacific line abandonment case. "Opportunity cost" was calculated 

as .the lIadequate revenue II rate of return figure multiplied by the 

liquidation value of the line. Essentially, the industry's aver

age rate of return standard is applied where an entrepreneur would 

apply a marginal cost of capital estimate •. This lIopportunitycostll 

approach bears 1 itt1e resemblance to the economist's definition.··· 

Minimum rates are regulated at no less than "variable cost" 

and maximum rates fall into ICC jurisdiction when they exceed a 

1\ cos t recovery percentage II (eRP) whi ch is stated as a percent of 

IIvariablecost.1I The 1981 estimate of the industry~wide "cost re-.· 

covery percentage" is 197.5 percent of "variable cost" (Ex Parte 

399, 4-1-81). The eRP calculation is based on Rail Form A 



(accounting) data of 1977. "Variable costs" are calculated from 

similar data. These backward-looking, expense procedures for cal

culating cost do not conform to the dynamic, forward-looking con-· 

cept of opportunity cost (Turvey). Consequently, these expense 

estimates do not represent costs which influence choices of firms 

in the industry and, thereby, do not contribute toward the objec

tive of Congress to foster an efficient transportation system· 

{Pasour}. 

Branch line surcharges are regulated with all of the above 

expense estimators. Branch line surcharges can be setup to no 
percent of the IIvariable cost" of moving the traffic plus 100per

centage of "reasonableexpected costs" of continuing to operate 

the line segment (Ex Parte 402). The formula can be restated as: 

average, variable traffic expense plus an apportioned share of 

overhead expense. A railroad decision-maker will decide to serve 

a high-cost branch line, regardless of how many big-shipper clients 

he has, as long as the anticipated price he can charge for service 

at least equals marginal opportunity cost (Clemens) .. If average 

cost of the rail system is higher with operation of a particular, 

low-traffic branch line than without, marginal cost will lie above 

average variable cost. If anticipated marginal opportunity cost 

exceeds the industry average variable expense by more than 10 per

cent, the regul ation will be responsibl e for terminating service. 
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The Railcar Shortage "Crisis" 

Consideration of the "railcar shortage crisis" here and the 

IIcapital needs crisis" in the next section is done to focus atten

tion on cost concepts as well as to emphasize the arrogance of some 

government planners in their association with. industry decision

makers. During the summer of 1977, with declining grain export 

activity in the presence of fixed, published rates, the railroad 

industry slipped into a car surplus position. By early 1978, grain' 

exports had surged and a severe railcar shortage occurred. Country 

to port turnaround times for cars rose and fell with export move~ 

ment demand quantities' during the period. The grain export surge 

was sustained through 1980 along with the railcar shortage. From 

1978 to 1980 rail roads responded to the continuous grain export 

surge by increasing quantities of grain hauled in each year and by 

irlVesting in hopper cars. Rai 1 roads experienced congestion in 1 ine

haul yards and port terminals. When traffic surges, yard delays' 

and congestion are normal events (Turvey). 

A General Accounting Office (GAO) report released AprilS, 

1981, assesses the grain car shortage crisis. The GAO concludes 

that since total bushels of space in railcars have been increasing 

continuously, "railcar unavailability seems to be primarily caused 

by inefficient railc.ar use" (p. -25). Further, the GAO concludes 

that II rail roads have not made any concerted effort to reduce rail

car turnaround times" (p. 21). Thus, after three years of very 
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substantial grain movements for export, the GAO says that railroads 

are inefficient in their handling of cars and, what's more, they 

don't care enough about their multi-million dollar investment to 

use it and protect it. That is arrogance. To add insult to in

jury, these judgments appear as grain export volume tempers and 

ra i 1 roads fi nd themselves with i d"1 e car capacity again. 

What is "efficient railcar use"? Efficiency is in the mind 

of the decision-maker. An action is "efficient when the decision

maker has no preferred alternatives, given the circumstances" 

(Pasour and Bullock,p. 335). Circumstances include the goals of 

rail management, imperfect and costlyinformati on, short-term capa

city restrictions in other components of the rail system and port 

terminals, ship arrival. reliability and servjce demands of non

grain s.hippers. To achieve an efficiency norm set by an outside 

agency unfamiliar with industry circumstances could be very costly. 

Lower turnaround time for cars can be achieved by building more 

storage at ocean terminals and ,more yard capacity. But to build 

either car, yard or storage capacity to handle record movements 

likely would call for a physical plant with substantial idle capa

city most of the time. Idle capacity is expensive in terms of con

tinuous service enhancement activities foregone. Sporadic conges .. 

ttonin the presence of variable traffic volume is not necessarily 

inefficient. For any decision-maker, at any moment, there is an 

optimal amount .of congestion. Current investment activity in coal 
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hauling facilities in response to projected high export volumes 

and current port congestion suggests that railroad companies do 

respond to opportunities. 

The "CapitalNeeds" Crisis 

In October, 1978, the U.S. Department of Transportation 

issued a report called IIA Prospectus for Change in the Freight 

Railroad Industry," Report results made front-page news, which 

is unusual for transportation issues other than labor strikes and 

derailments. The report concluded that railroads would "need ll 

$42 billion of capital during the next 10 years to maintain nor-

mal service (p. 67), In constant dollars "needs" were $29 billion 

and the DOT estimate of short-fall in industry ability to attract 

capital was $3 billion. However, the initial procedure used by . 

the agency is recorded in the Appendix (pp. 147-50). The DOT ini

tially requested submissions of anticipated capital IIneeds" and 

sources from the railroad industry. The industry projected an 

ability to obtain all projected capital requirements in the market. 

The $3 billion short-fall was created by agency judgments that 

railroad finance departments had: a) underestimated the number of 

cars the railroads should be buying, b) underestimated the mainte

nance expenditures required to run a railroad, and c) overestimated 

retained earnings potential. It is difficult to accept that supe

rior knowledge of railroad company futures exists in a federal 

agency than in the finance departments of individual railroads. 
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, """ " , 

Ra i lraads don It '''-need 1,1 cap; tal 9 ;theydemand it and -1 ike for 

other, goods and servi ces f" 1 ess is' demanded at a hi gher pri ce. . The 

demand for capital :is ,derived from the demand for. rail s'ervi·c~. ", 

The supply of capital to the railroads is a ,function of opportuni,ty 

'costs of capital for rai 1 road companies (supplying from ·retalned'· 

ea.rnings)as well as external investors. The 'amount ofcapitaT 
'. . 

flowing to the railroad industry in the next lOyearswil1 depend 

on how well ,the railroads perform financially relative to other 

industries; i.e., how w,elltheyprovidethe best dividend and in

terest package net of risk. 'When eval uatingthei r, supp,lyof capi-
. " 

"- ". ,'" . ' : . 

,tal tara il roads,. investors will .. be ,looking at future' potenti als' 

'rather than.the current circumstances assumed by the Department of 

Transportation. 

Conclusion' 

Cost-based ratE:! and rate of return regulation is doomed to 

fai·lure. 'Cost criteria based on average, historical expense stan

dards, do not represent choice-infl uencfng costs. " Consequently, these 
, . 

. " " . 

standards serve as barriers to industry innovators. If regulation 
. , 

is to be maintained, behavioral indicators of monopoly practices 

should replace cost-based indicators. In this manner the railroad 

industry can operate in response to market opportunities 1 imi,ted 

ollly by anti-competitive behavioral restrictions such as rules bar

ring price-fixing and territorial allocation~ 
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Railroad planning by nonrailroad agencies is doomed to 

failure. Identification of traffic demand and opportunity costs 

of transportation facilities and other resources can only be 

done by managers making the decisions. Identification of demand 

and cost will be imperfect and results will diverge from an ideal 

optimum due to imperfect knowledge of the future. However, with 

the tendency of outside agencies to focus on only one system com

ponent at a time and with the inability of an agency to obtain the 

data necessary to evaluate railroad opportunities, results of rail

road management decisions will probably be closer to an ideal 

optimum than the resu'lts of agency decisions. 

\l 
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